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LEGO® Batman™ The Batmersive Experience is the immersive self-contained tour of the Penguin's train, where fans can step aboard the atmospheric conveyor belt and feel like they are actually aboard the train. Using a 360° view, fans will get to explore Batman's secret cave and
listen to his passionate and memorable fight scenes from the film. Enjoy 4 new Playable Characters: LEGO® Batman, LEGO® Steam 360 Video Video Steam 360 Video is a free tool for Windows that allows you to view 360° video content in a Virtual Reality headset. More information is

available at Open VR Open VR An open-source VR software library for Windows - check out: Holodeck Holodeck Holodeck is an open-source HMD that has started showing up around the internet (check it out here: While they are already past their Kickstarter/pre-sale phase, they have so
far not yet release any consumer-ready products. PlayStation VR PlayStation VR Sony Computer Entertainment and Sony Corporation have revealed PlayStation VR to the world. PlayStation VR is the first ever virtual reality headset from Sony. This is the ultimate VR experience. Google

Daydream Google Daydream Google announced Daydream, a VR platform that allows mobile-to-VR experiences from various platforms including Android, iOS, Chrome OS, and more. The company states that Daydream will offer compatibility across Google's line of Android smartphones,
but no specific hardware partners were announced. The specification lists 4K screen resolutions, 6 degrees of freedom tracking, a 90Hz refresh rate, and support for low persistence. Steam Cloud Steam Cloud Steam players will be able to access their games and content from any

desktop or mobile device with a Steam Link device or a compatible PC. Other Other Microsoft announces its acquisition of Minecraft.com. The game is going to be offered as a free mobile game to the vast majority of active Microsoft mobile phone owners, and be a free app on Windows.
Deep Silver announced the Atelier Rorona Plus: The Alchemist of the Mysterious Book ~The Alchemists net game and the Atelier Totori Plus: The Apprentice of the Mysterious Book ~The Alchemists net game as well as the Atelier Meruru Plus: The Apprentice of

Features Key:
Removes heel spurs and f... Tri-Speed Adjustable Foot Massage Game Key features: Removes heel spurs and front points on your feet while it massages the muscles in your calves and the back and leg muscles to give you a “deep” and smoother feeling that feels great!

Tri-Speed Adjustable Eas...Q: Why do I get a compiler error on the last line of this example? (IRB) What I am trying to do is introduce the reader to and use the arrays. In the array.rb file we have: class Array def a = [1,2,3] => [1, 2, 3] irb(main):003:0> a
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